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Summary: Ms. Flint’s testimony presents an overview of Green Mountain Power’s recent 

customer service history including service reliability as well as an opinion of the 

Company’s provision of certain un-tariffed products and services.   
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Q1. Please state your name and occupation. 1 

A1. My name is Carol Flint. I am the Director of the Consumer Affairs and Public 2 

Information Division (“CAPI”) of the Vermont Public Service Department (the 3 

“Department” or “PSD”).  4 

  5 

Q2 Please describe your educational background and experience. 6 

A2. I hold a Bachelor of Arts degree with a focus in Sociology from Norwich University 7 

(Vermont College), Northfield, Vermont.  I joined the Department as the CAPI Director 8 

in February, 2016.  Previously, I served as Executive Director for BROC—Community 9 

Action in Southwestern Vermont, beginning in 2014 after having worked at Capstone 10 

Community Action for over 20 years, most recently as its Program Director for Family 11 

and Community Support Services.  Community Action Agencies are non-profit entities 12 

providing anti-poverty supports and services.  Programs under my direction at Capstone 13 

included low income tax clinics and tax preparation services, supervised visitation 14 

programs for non-custodial parents and their children, crisis fuel assistance, food shelves, 15 

workforce development programming such as the Community Kitchen Academy, disaster 16 

case management services, homelessness prevention, and housing counseling.  At BROC, 17 

programming under my guidance expanded from what is listed above to include child 18 

care nutrition services and weatherization assistance. 19 

 20 

 21 
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Q3. Have you previously testified before the Vermont Public Utility Commission (the 1 

“Commission”)? 2 

A3. Yes.  I have provided testimony previously in Docket Nos. 8701, 8881, and 17-1238-3 

INV. 4 

 5 

Q4. What is the focus of your testimony? 6 

A4. The focus of my testimony is to illustrate Green Mountain Power’s (“GMP” of the 7 

“Company”) recent customer service history, describe its service reliability performance, 8 

and make some recommendations regarding customer service and customer fees.  I will 9 

also provide an opinion about the Company’s provision of certain un-tariffed products 10 

and services. 11 

 12 

Q5. How does CAPI evaluate GMP’s service quality performance?  13 

A5. The Department regularly reviews the reports that GMP files with the Public Utility 14 

Commission (the “Commission”) in accordance with GMP’s Service Quality and 15 

Reliability Plan (SQRP).  The SQRP provides performance standards for measures 16 

including call answer performance, billing accuracy, meter reading, work completion, 17 

customer satisfaction, rate of complaints to the PSD, worker safety, and system 18 

reliability.  GMP reports on the SQRP performance standards on a quarterly basis and the 19 

reports show both monthly and quarterly averages for performance metrics. Steve 20 

Costello’s prefiled testimony on behalf of GMP discusses GMP’s SQRP reports.   21 

 22 
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Q6. Please describe GMP’s performance under the SQRP. 1 

A6. GMP has an excellent record for meeting its SQRP performance standards.  In all of 2015 2 

and 2016 and both quarters of 2017, GMP has met all performance standards in every 3 

quarter. 4 

 5 

Q7. Did CAPI review service disconnection reports filed by the Company, and are there 6 

any concerns? 7 

A7. CAPI reviewed monthly disconnection reports filed for 2016 and there are no concerns to 8 

note.  I note, however, that GMP should be advised that it will need begin using the new 9 

form developed by the PUC (2017) for filing its disconnection reports, at latest beginning 10 

in January, 2018. 11 

 12 

Q8. What is your opinion about the customer service that Green Mountain Power has 13 

provided? 14 

A8. In my opinion, GMP provides very good customer service.  CAPI records indicate that 15 

289 cases were opened in 2016, not including people calling who were immediately 16 

referred to GMP (customer called us by mistake). When we consider the number of 17 

customers for which GMP provided service in 2016, this is a reasonable amount of 18 

complaints, about one complaint per 1000 customers for the year.  Ninety-three contacts 19 

were customers seeking assistance with making payment arrangements and another fifty-20 

five GMP customers were assisted with a pending disconnection. Fifty-five customers 21 

filed complaints about business practices, including thirty-six contacts about net metering 22 
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or other issues like tree trimming or right of way concerns. Thirty-two complaints were 1 

about billing. Five complaints were about rates and two customers filed complaints about 2 

fees. The remaining complaints were about orders for changes in service (4), Certificate 3 

of Public Good (“CPG”) issues (1), delivery or reliability of service (12), deposits (1), 4 

line extensions (4), miscellaneous other (19), repairs (4), and orders for new service (2). 5 

 6 

Q9. What are your concerns about the calls relating to net-metering? 7 

A9. Due to the volume of calls about this specific and complicated topic, we note the need for 8 

additional training for customer service representatives handling calls relating to net-9 

metering, particularly when the question is primarily related to an internal decision and/or 10 

is part of GMP’s tariff or a change in the law.  Most of the thirty-six contacts about net-11 

metering pertained to transfers of credits. CAPI encourages GMP to develop a solid 12 

process for its staff training for future changes to the rule or statute governing net-13 

metering to ensure that its consumer service representatives handle net-metering 14 

questions with confidence and accuracy. 15 

 16 

Q10.  What are your concerns about fees that Green Mountain Power charges its 17 

customers? 18 

A10. GMP charges an initial service fee of $20 to new customers and also charges an initial 19 

service fee in the same amount to existing customers who move to a new location within 20 

GMP’s service area.  GMP maintains the same account number for a customer who 21 
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moves to a new location within its service area, thereby saving some administrative steps. 1 

CAPI recommends that new customers be charged an initial service fee, while existing 2 

customers be charged a lesser fee or no fee at all.   3 

 4 

Q11. What is your concern about Green Mountain Power’s provision of programs and 5 

services (such as the rental of equipment) that are un-tariffed? 6 

A11. I believe that some transparency is lost when utilities offer products and services for sale 7 

without having a tariff. Tariffs provide a clear statement of rates and terms/conditions of 8 

service that are evaluated and approved by regulators, and upon which customers can rely 9 

when taking service from a utility.  Furthermore, tariffs are updated periodically in a 10 

formal review, which provides ongoing transparency.   11 

 12 

Accordingly, I recommend that GMP propose and secure Commission approval of tariffs 13 

that clearly describe costs, terms, fees, and service and/or maintenance details for those 14 

programs and services that are included in the Company’s cost-of-service and that are 15 

now currently un-tariffed. I further suggest that these tariffs clearly explain how 16 

consumers are protected by fair opt-out mechanisms, indicate that no equipment will be 17 

rented beyond the equipment’s life expectancy, and provide a schedule for periodic 18 

maintenance of equipment rented from GMP to ensure optimal energy efficiency.  19 

Additionally, when seeking to rent equipment, consumers should be referred to the online 20 
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Thermal Efficiency Clearinghouse, once launched, or other non-GMP resources to help 1 

consumers make informed purchasing decisions.  2 

 3 

 Q12.   How does your opinion about the rental of equipment by GMP as an un-tariffed 4 

service apply to innovative services and programs? 5 

A12.   The Department encourages GMP’s creativity with developing innovative programs and 6 

services. I support GMP’s deployment of innovative services and initiatives under pilot 7 

programs of time-limited duration to determine which will ultimately prove to be in 8 

ratepayers’ best interests and advance energy efficiency goals. I make this endorsement 9 

of pilots in this docket, and as warranted will make specific or targeted recommendations 10 

to strengthen consumer protections for innovative services and programs in other cases if, 11 

or as, these products or services become tariffed. 12 

 13 

Q13. Does that conclude your testimony? 14 

A13. Yes. 15 


